DIAMOND DIRECT SUPPLIES

DIAMOND DIRECT
SUPPLIES

PVC Reinforced Hoses
30 Meter Garden Hose with
Spray Gun

3A MANOR ROAD, GRAVESEND, KENT DA12 1AA
Tel: (01474) 360022 Fax: (01474) 360045

A superior quality flexible PVC hose.
Polyester fibre reinforced for extra
strength, kink resistant and easy-toclean.

Suppliers of:
DIAMOND PRODUCTS
FIXINGS • FASTENINGS
HAND AND POWER TOOLS
STAINLESS STEEL PRODUCTS
SAFETY EQUIPMENT ETC.

G23SR Angle Grinders
230mm
A powerful, heavy-duty 2,000W grinder
capable of the most demanding of jobs.
Ideal for cutting and grinding.
- Powerful 2,000W motor (maximum power
output 3,300W)
- Excellent overload durability
- Wear resistant armature coil

Circular Saws 86mm Cut
235mm Blade
High power to weight ratio
Heavy-duty aluminium base
Soft grip handle and all new design
Blower ensures cut line is always visible
Adjustable metal cut line guide
External brush caps for ease of maintenance

Cable Reels 110 Volt 16 Amp
Open drum cable reel which complies to
BS5733.
Sturdy steel frame with carry handle. Fitted
with spring loaded socket protection flaps.
NOTE All cable reels should be fully
unwound before they are used to carry a
full load.
Voltage 110V.
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THOUSANDS OF TOOLS & ACCESSORIES
FOR EVERY TRADE
TELEPHONE:
TELEPHONE: 01474
01474 360022
360022

sales@diamondds.co.uk
sales@diamondds.co.uk

TAPES AND TOOLS
99E Retractable Blade Knives
Grey painted die-cast metal
body ergonomically shaped for
a good, comfortable grip.

POWER TOOLS
DeWalt SDS Plus Combi
Hammer Drill
‘L’ Shape design gives more
control in heavy drilling
or chiselling

Cut Off Disc for Metal
Note: Particular attention
should be paid to the relevant
safety regulations when using
abrasive discs.
Size. 230 mm x 3.2 x 22 mm

Hitachi 115mm Mini Grinder
A professional heavy-duty 730W
compact mini grinder capable of
cutting, grinding, shaping and
sharpening

Powerlock Rule Blade Armor
8m / 26ft
Powerlock tape with Mylar polyester
film coated blade for durability.
Complete with a belt clip and
lock button.

DeWalt 1/2in Plunge Router
Electronic variable speed with soft start.
High performance motor for longer
durability.
Rack and pinion depth adjuster with
magnified scale.

Compound Aviation Snips
Faithfull lightweight Aviation
Tinsnips are manufactured to a
high specification which includes a
safety locking latch, strong
opening spring and slip guards for
protection on each handle.

Hitachi Variable Speed Jigsaw
Variable speed with electronic
feedback speed control for
optimised speed per job.

Flooring Chisels
Designed for cutting the tongue in laid
tongued and grooved floorboarding in
order to remove part of the board.
Hardened and tempered cutting edge.
NOT TO BE USED FOR CUTTING BRICKS
Size. 2.1/4in x 9in.
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Hitachi 185mm Circular Saw
Circular saw with powerful
1670W fan cooled motor.
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POWER TOOLS
DeWalt Combi
Drill Drivers
Heavy-duty DeWalt combi drills
ideal for hammer drilling and
screw-driving application

TAPES AND TOOLS
Faithfull Brick Bolster 3in or
4in with grip
This chisel has a suitably hardened cutting
edge, but should not be used on concrete
containing reinforcing bars.
Fitted with plastic safety grip.

Gorilla Tubs
Gorilla Tubs are flexible, which
is the key to the millions of jobs
they can perform. They are
great for mixing small batches
of plaster and mortar.

DeWalt Angle Drills
Designed for use in
confined spaces such as
in between joists
Heavy-Duty Scratch Brushes
Hitachi 12V Impact Driver
Ultra modern design with a
‘rare earth’ motor

This heavy-duty scratch brush is aimed
at the professional user and is capable
of extended use in difficult
environments.
Wire gauge is 28, hardened and
tempered. 4 Row.

Flat Bit 22mm
These Flat Bits will bore all types of
timber, softwood or hardwood, cross
grain and end grain easily and cleanly.
Bright finish, precision ground surfaces
with ground point and extended spurs
for faster cutting.

Hitachi 14.4V Drill Driver
Supplied with
3 1.4Ah Ni-CD batteries

WF Stabila Box Levels
Hitachi 550 Watt Impact Drill
Popular with tradesmen and
serious DIYers
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The ever popular Faithfull Stabila levels combine
high quality with an economic price.
The vials of these box levels are electronically
adjusted to an accuracy of +/- 1 mm per metre.
The third vial is adjustable as an angle setter
or finder.
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TAPES AND TOOLS
Universal Hand Saw 20in
The Irwin Universal 880 Triple
Ground Hardpoint Saw is fitted
with a high quality C75 steel
blade and features a unique
Triple Ground tooth design
Adjustable Wrench 8in
Comfortable warm thermoplastic
handle, slip free and larger grip
width.Phosphated. Precision-hardened
and anti-corrosion treated.
Left-going, measurement scale in mm.

Stanley Blue Strike Hammer
The head is made from forged, heat
treated steel.
Blue colour co-ordinated flock filled vinyl
grips are impervious to heat, oil and
most solvents.
Colour co-ordinated tubular steel
handle.

DIAMOND BLADES
Diamond blades for Dry/Wet Cutting
Universal and Premium blades for Asphalt, Bricks, Ceramics,
Clay, Concrete, Flagstones etc.
Blades for hand and floorsaws
LP 1 S Concrete Premium Plus - laser
welded
Highspeed saw blade for concrete, exposed
aggregate concrete, hard tiles, clinker and
material with hard components
SG 35 Hardstone Standard - laser welded
Good cutting saw blade for concrete with hard
components, hard stone, ductile iron pipes,
granite, stoneware

UG 45 Stone Turbo - sintered type
Natural and cast stone, reinforced concrete,
hard tiles, ceramic, hard stone, granite

Contract Diamond Blades
This blade has sintered diamond
impregnated segments and is ideal
for general cutting applications
such as cutting tiles, paving slabs,
breezeblocks and brickwork.
Diameter : 230mm Bore : 22.2mm

LU 40 Concrete Standard - laser welded
Concrete, reinforced concrete, tiles, exposed
aggregate concrete, clinker, stoneware,
general purpose
Bahco 239 Junior Saw
A wire framed junior hacksaw
with an orange lacquered finish.
Fitted with a 32tpi blade for
metal cutting.
Blade length: 250mm.
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LU 40 Concrete Premium - laser welded
Concrete, reinforced concrete, tiles, exposed
aggregate concrete, stones, general purpose
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FOAMS AND SEALANTS
Expanding Foam
fire and non-fire rated,
suitable for sound proofing,
sealing and glazing on
most base materials
Sealant
General purpose, fire mate
intumescent and acoustic
sealant and adhesive High &
Low modulus

TAPES AND TOOLS
81SV Magnetic Rare Earth
Extremely sturdy cast light alloy bodied
level, withstands knocks and drops and is
conveniently sized to be easily carried and
handled. Additional magnets mounted in
the milled measuring surface securely hold
this level to scaffolding or beams. 1
horizontal and 1 vertical vial.

Faithfull Plasterers
Scratching Tool
The wire prongs are designed for
scratching the first coat of plaster
to ensure good adhesion of the
second or finishing coat.
Seven prongs.

Tapes
Masking tape, gaffa tape, builders
tape, plasterboard jointing, silver foil
tape, hazard tapes

Surveyline Marker Sprays
A spray applied marking paint
for contractors/surveyors spot
marking.

Holesaws Bi Metal HSS
Starrett Bi-metal holesaws are constructed of
hardened, heat and abrasion resisting high speed
steel teeth with a tough alloy body and cap.
This gives them exceptional strength, durability
and shatter resistance for user safety.
They will cut any wood, metal or plastic in either
a hand-held drill or a drill press.

Combination Auger Bits
Combination augers can be used in either a
hand or power drill at low speeds.
Each one has a machine pitched screw point
for an accurate start to drilling.
The wide edge of this drill twist helps to
maintain direction when drilling at an angle.
The open spiral shape allows the fast removal
of shavings so that entry is quicker.

Mastic (Skeleton) Gun 425ml
A metal frame mastic or skeleton gun
which will accept both C20 and C30
size adhesive and sealant tubes.
Suitable for all trades and home use.

Weather Mate Sealant

Fisher Combination
Square 12in

Everflex Weather Mate Sealant is a
multi-use sealant that can be applied
in wet weather and to wet surfaces,
remaining permanently flexible.

A versatile measuring instrument with matt
black die-cast stock, brass locking screw and
polished steel blade with markings clearly
etched on both sides, fitted with a separate
scriber.
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TAPES AND TOOLS

FIXINGS / FASTENINGS

Plungers
Force cups or plungers are used
to remove blockages from bath
and sink waste pipes by the
building up of air pressure.
Medium. 4in - 100mm

Wood Screws
Countersunk industrial quality,
fully hardened and lubricated
all purpose woodscrew.

Rubber Mallets
Raw Plastic Plugs
Lightweight fixings, wood,
electrical plumbing, trunking,
bracket shelves etc.

All purpose rubber mallet, used by
professional tradesmen in the
automotive industry and in maintenance
workshops. Also suitable for DIY tasks
and applications where a steel head is
unsuitable.

Autocut Copper Pipe Cutter
Really difficult access to cutting copper pipes
in awkward places is overcome by using this
Monument Autocut pipe cutter.
It will only cut the exact size of copper pipe
specified and is NOT for use on stainless steel.
Cuts in one direction.

Screw Assortment DIY 1200
pieces & Screwbit Set
Supplied in a carry case with
removable compartments and is
complete with three Pozi No.2
screwdriver bits and a magnetic hex
bit holder.

345V Adjustable Fitted
2 Jaws Wrench

Professional Screw Assortment
- 1925 Piece & Screwbit Set

Adjustable basin wrench for use in
tightening or loosening nuts in
awkward positions, particularly those
underneath basins or baths.
The teeth on the jaws will grip uneven
shapes etc.

Supplied in a carry case with
removable compartments and is
complete with three Pozi No.2
screwdriver bits and a magnetic hex
bit holder.

327R Basin Wrench 15mm
& 22mm
For fitting back nuts and union nuts of
pillar and bath taps behind basins,
sinks and baths.
Strong malleable material.
Correctly sized jaws to fit standard nuts
15 mm and 22 mm
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Chemical Resin & Chemical Studs
Resin Injection system ideal for use in materials
which are voided, perforated or hollow and
those with a porous or inconsistent nature.
Resin Capsules - Blow Hole Pumps - Resin
Application Guns - Cones
Resin available Polyester, Epoxy Acetate,
Vinylester Styrene Free
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FIXINGS / FASTENINGS
Masonry Screws
Frame Screws
Nylon Hammer Fixings
Metal Nail Ins

TAPES AND TOOLS
Builders Square Shovel - All
Steel
Shovel made from manganese steel for
strength.
Solid forged blade and socket correctly
tempered for strength. Powder coated for
rust prevention.

All Steel Shovel - Draining

Concrete Screws
Zamac Nail
Insulation Supports
Spring Toggles
Kavit & Doda
Wire Hanger

Carbon steel head with tubular
steel shaft.
Used for creating drainage
channels, for preparing trenches for
drainage pipes and for making
straight sided holes for fence posts.

Drywall Screws

Builders Fork - All Steel

Suitable for fixing the following to
metal support structures:Plasterboard, wooden battens,
materials for drylining, dividing walls,
soundproofing, sound absorbing and
thermal insulation panels etc.

Made from carbon manganese steel for
strength. Epoxy coated for rust
protection.
A tubular shaft is welded to the socket
for a strong smooth join. Solid forged
square prongs correctly tempered for
strength.

Concrete Frame Screws +
Caps

Pick Head Only 7lb

A quick and simple self tapping fixing for most types of masonry.
Through-fixing eliminates the need
for marking and repositioning. Torx
head for easy driving.

A solid eye 7lb navvy pick head
with chisel and point for the
breaking of concrete.

Cavity Fixing
Self drilling suitable for:wooden battens, electrical
components and trunking, plumbing
fittings, curtain tracks, metal profiles,
light metal furnishings
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Sledge Hammers Hickory
Handle
General purpose heavy hammer for
builders and contractors.
Both striking faces are precision ground,
specially hardened and heat treated to
withstand the highest impact applications.
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TAPES AND TOOLS
Faithfull Plastic Float
A sturdy float. One-piece moulding
of polyurethane making it light in
weight. The pattern face is nonabsorbent and is used for applying
plaster and cement or other building
materials.

FIXINGS / FASTENINGS
Throughbolts
High quality torque controlled
through fixing for medium to
heavy duty applications.
Preassembled with nut and
washer.

5Kva Triple Outlet
Transformer

Shield Anchor
Medium Duty anchor bolt
and stud type

Designed for use on the work site these
transformers have heavy-duty GPR
waterproof cases which are rated to
IP44, making them fully weatherproof
and therefore suitable for use in most
types of outdoor conditions.

Faithfull Site Lights Adjustable
Well manufactured site light. Each lamp
is constructed from a diecast body and is
equipped with a metal grille to prevent
contact with the hot lens and protect it
against damage.

Sleeve Anchor
Medium-heavy duty
applications

Faithfull 500W Portable
Sitelight

Hammerset Anchor
Use in setting independently
of the fixture to be installed

A free standing portable site light with
a powerful 500-watt lamp mounted on
a strong tubular steel frame. A tilt and
lock facility allows the head to be
adjusted to a variety of positions.

Faithfull Steel Shaft Claw
Hammers
Each hammer is individually tested for
weight tolerance, steel ingredients,
crack testing, measured hardness,
manufacturing processes, heat
treatment and overall dimensions.
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Scaffold Ring Bolt
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PPE EQUIPMENT
Nitrile Gloves
Stronger and more durable
than latex

TAPES AND TOOLS
Faithfull Hickory Claw
Hammers
A carpenters hammer with a precision
ground and hardened curved claw to
withstand the most heavy nail pulling.
Securely fitted with a hickory shaft
providing maximum leverage.

Contractor’s Gloves
With extra grip palm and
knitted wrist. Ideal for brick
and block laying etc.

Pinkgrip Adhesive
Pinkgrip will stick just about
anything on a building site that
needs sticking.

240V SDS Hammer Drill
Gripper Gloves
Enhances user’s grip on
slippery items such as glass
and polished steel.

Ideal for drilling anchor and fixing holes into
concrete and masonry from 4 to 26 mm in
diameter
Electronic variable speed for total control in
any application
Rotation-stop for light chiselling applications
in brick, soft masonry and occasionally
concrete

PVC Knit Wrist Glove

Level 3 Vial 120cm/48in

PVC Knit Wrist. Safety in
Chemical handling.
Smooth finish PVC.
Actifresh treated cotton jersey
liner. Knit wrist.

Extra strong light metal rectangular profile
with gripping ridges and removable end-caps
made from two materials.
The removable end-caps are also equipped
with well-proven patented anti-slip stops.
2 milled measuring surfaces, 2 vertical vials
and 1 horizontal vial.

Satellite Tape 30m/100ft
Electron PU coat nylon glove
General purpose, lightweight,
close-fit gloves.
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General purpose. lightweight tape for trade and
household applications.
Impact resistant moulded ABS case, ultrasonically
welded for added strength.
Whitecote, polyester coated steel blade.
High impact polymer centre.
Corrosion resistant winding lever.
Corrosion resistant end-piece with stainless steel claw.
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PPE EQUIPMENT

Head Protectors
Essential for site workers

PPE EQUIPMENT
Hi-Vis Bomber Jacket
Yellow/orange Waterproof
bomber jacket with
reflective tape

Wraparound Safety Spectacles
Provides protection against low
energy flying particles.
Conforms to standard EN166.

Yellow Wet Suit
PVC coated polyester with
stitched and welded seams

Direct Vent Goggles
Ideal protection for chiselling
and chasing

Hi-Vis Waistcoat
Hi-vis yellow/orange waistcoat
with panels that reflect light to
maximise visibility particularly
during the hours of darkness

Twin Half Mask Respirator
Supplied with A1 Cartridges for
organic vapours and gases.
Conforms to EN140:1998 and
EN14387:2004

Ear Defenders
Lightweight, general purpose
ear defenders

Scan Tapered Foam Earplugs
(5 Pairs) SNR29
Made from soft energy absorbing
polymer foam, which compresses and
then expands for a perfect fit in the
ear canal. Reduces sound levels to
the ear drum while maintaining
aural contact.
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Disposable Masks
Strong and durable
general purpose masks
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